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WELCOME TO JUDGING

- Importance of Judging
- Introduction and Refresher to prepare for Judging
- Judging Options 2021/2022 Season
- Feedback
- Digital Engineering Notebooks
Benefits of Judging for Students

- Develop soft skills
- Present their knowledge
- Gain experience preparing an Engineering Notebook
- Work towards earning judged awards
Introduction for new EP’s and Refresher for current EPs and Coaches

- Use Judging Section of EP Guide - EP Resources
- Coaches use Rubrics, Award descriptions, and Judge Guide to prepare for events
- Remote Judging - Currently in Addendum
- Thank all volunteers involved with Judging
Judging for 2021/2022 Season

- In-person Events - Remote judging or in-person judging, is decided by the EP.
- LRT Remote Events - Remote judging is allowed.
- In-person Skills Only Events - May include judging, but no judged awards will qualify to a championship event.
Feedback

What type of feedback can I give to coaches?

**Completed rubrics must be discarded by the Judge Advisor. They cannot be given to anyone.**

- Review blank Interview Rubric
- Review blank Engineering Notebook Rubric
- Read Award Descriptions and Judge Guide
- Teams should plan and practice for interview
Use the Judge Guide and DEN Rubric

Rich Miller - Session on Creating a Digital Engineering Notebook
THANK YOU
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